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Updates to VectorLink 

TBfree have released an update to the VectorLink application used for recording population 

monitoring results. 

The biggest change is the ability to now record results for WaxTag® and Chew Card devices 

used in Trigger and Information Monitors. The basic functionality remains unchanged apart 

from the user seeing different result options and drop-down lists depending on the device 

type being deployed or checked. 

There are some other minor changes that have been implemented and these are outlined as 

follows: 

 A GPS connection is now maintained when using the VectorLink application even 

when navigating amongst pages that do not specifically require a GPS connection. 

Users in areas where getting a GPS fix is poor should notice an improvement as 

previously there was a delay in reconnecting when navigating from a page that 

doesn’t require a GPS fix to one that does. 

 The non-target species list has been re-ordered to reflect the top 6 most frequently 

recorded species; after this the list is sorted alphabetically. This should reduce the 

amount of scrolling through the list that is required for recording non-target species. 

 A Target bearing is now displayed to indicate the direction of the line deployment. 

These values are based on a grid bearing where North = 0°, East = 90°, South = 

180°, West = 270°. Monitor contractors will need to allow for magnetic 

declination when using compasses.  

 

The changes to setting and checking a monitor line where WaxTag® or Chew Cards are 

specified is outlined in the next section. 
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Enter monitor results for WaxTag® and 
Chew Card devices 

The following steps outline the recent changes made to VectorLink to incorporate the 

deployment and recording of results for WaxTag® and Chew Card devices for Trigger and 

Information Monitor activities. 

Fundamentally there is little change to the process of deploying and recording results other 

than there are now options for recording results for the two bitemark devices in addition to 

the existing traps. Options will only display that are specific to the devices being deployed. 

All activity related functions remain unchanged. 

Manage Lines 
Function Degree of change 
Set a Line Minor change 
Mark Set Line as Completed by Another Contractor No change 
Record Line Night Results Moderate change 
Mark a Line as Unusable No change 
Add Comments to a Line No change 
Manage Conflicts in VectorNet No change 
 

Record a set line 
There is little change to the setting of a line other than there may be a change in the number 

of devices that are required to be deployed on each line. As with the practice of deploying 

traps, you will continue to mark the location of a deployed device until such time as you 

reach the last device on the line and it will give you the option to finish the line. In the case of 

using WaxTag® devices this will typically involve deploying 20 devices per line. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Up until such time as the VectorLink PDA has been synced, it is possible to reset the 

deployment coordinates of each device if needed. When viewing a device that has not been 
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set it will display ‘Not Set’ and the device can be set using the [Set] button for the device 

type being deployed. If the user returns to a device that has already been set it will display 

as ‘Set’.  

 

 

 
 

If the user then selects the [Set] button again a message will prompt the user to confirm they 

want to reset the device coordinates. Selecting [Yes] will update the device coordinates to 

those of the current GPS location held by the device. Selecting [No] will leave the original 

device coordinates as they were. 
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The other change to setting a line is there is now a pop-up warning if you select [Finish] at 

the end of the line and there are any devices that have not been set. This will prompt the 

user to review each device on the line and set any devices not already set prior to finishing 

the line. 

 

Record line night results 
When deploying traps there is no change in functionality when recording trap check results. 

When deploying either WaxTag® or Chew Card devices the result options to be recorded 

will be identical. 

1. Record the Start location for the check night you are recording results for along with 

any rainfall over the deployment period. 

2. Select the [Device 1] button (this will default to ‘WaxTag 1’, ‘Chew card 1’, or ‘Trap 1’ 

depending on the device type being deployed for the monitor activity) 

3. The result will default to ‘No bitemark’ for both WaxTag® and Chew Card devices. 
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4. Selecting ‘No bitemark’, ‘Possum’, ‘Lost/damaged’, or ‘Unknown bitemark’ require no 

further entry and you can select the next device on the line.   

5. If you can identify the bitemark of a non-target species then you will need to specify 

the species and a drop down list will appear when checking the radio button for ‘Non-

target’  

6. Continue to enter results for each device deployed on the line until you get to the end 

of the line and you will then need to complete the line by selecting the [Finish] button.   

 

All other functionality remains unchanged from that which is available when deploying trap 

lines. This applies to marking a line as ‘Unusable’, ‘Used by another contractor (UBAC)’, line 

comments, entering manual coordinates, ‘Completed by another contractor (CBAC)’, closing 

a line, and assigning a line back to yourself. 
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Manual entry of monitor results 

Navigate to the Manage Results page for the monitor activity in question. Select the [Enter 

Results] button. This will display the Enter Monitor Results page. 

Record a Set Line 
Select the line number from the drop down list that you want to set and select [Set line]. 

Select the name of the contractor that set the line and enter the date/time the line was 

deployed. If no date has previously been selected then use the [Add date] button to add 

another date to the drop-down list. 

Enter the coordinates for each device set along the deployed line. Select [Save and finish] to 

save the set line details and return to the Manage Results page or select the [Save and 

select nights] button if you want to enter the results of a check night.  

 

Continue to repeat this step for each line that requires being set manually. 
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Record line night results 
After selecting the line you want to record a result for you will be prompted to select the night 

you are entering results for. Check the box for the night in question and then select the 

[Enter device detail] button. 

 

Select the name of the contractor that checked the line and enter the date/time the line was 

checked. 

Enter a result from the drop down list for each device on the line. 

 

If you select ‘Non-target’ then you will be prompted to select the non-target species from a 

drop-down list. This list contains the top 6 identified species with all remaining species being 

displayed alphabetically after that. 

 

Once the device details have been entered for the entire line or you have selected the option 

for all devices as ‘No bitemark’ then select either [Save and enter results for another line] or 

[Save and finish]. Continue to repeat for each check night you have results to enter. 
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Managing Conflicts 
There is no change to the way line night conflicts are managed in VectorNet. 


